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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The deliverable is part of WP4, the aim of which is to create domain models of
different languages and learner groups, and use their data to design both an adaptive
component that facilitates the choice of content and activities, and learning analytics
tools to support teachers’ orchestration of two iRead learning applications (games and
e-Reader). In particular, the work reported here relates to Task 4.5 aiming to develop
the adaptivity components that will choose content and activities for the literacy
game, Navigo.
After a brief background on adaptive systems in education and an overview of related
work in adaptive games for reading, the deliverable presents the knowledge elicitation
process employed to create the set of rules guiding adaptivity. Following this, a
detailed description of these rules, their pedagogical rationale and the research
evidence supporting their development is provided. This is followed by their
operationalisation and implementation details including a flowchart that illustrates
how these rules provide a personalised experience to the pupils, and details on how
the mastery instructional strategy is modelled in iRead.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the core elements of the iRead project is the personalised learning approach
adopted, which aims to utilise the data generated by pupils’ interactions particularly
with the games and their intrinsically integrated learning content to inform the
individual’s learning pathway.
The aim of this document is to describe why and how we designed a set of extendable
and adaptable rules by consulting with iRead’s teaching practitioners, and language
and literacy experts. Other deliverables have described the domains that inform the
behaviours of the different apps (D4.1-4.4) and how the infrastructure holds a user
model (D8.2) of each student that records their reading competence to manage the
personalisation process.
The document is structured as follows. The next section offers a brief background, and
provides an overview on the state of the art and educational advantages offered by
adaptive systems. The methodology section explains the knowledge elicitation process
employed to create the set of rules guiding adaptivity. Following this, we describe the
13 rules, their pedagogical rationale and the research evidence supporting their
development. Section 6 describes the implementation of the rules and mastery. Lastly,
we present the next steps in the project for integrating the adaptive component and
collecting data to configure its various aspects and thresholds for our target group.
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BACKGROUND

3.1 State of the art
The inclusion of games within formal education has become a commonplace,
particularly for foundational skills such as literacy (Papadakis et al., 2017; Vaala et al.,
2015). This recent call for digital, playful approaches to literacy learning has prompted
developments in both games research and market, with very different approaches and
outcomes.
Considering the advantages offered by one-to-one tutoring (Bloom, 1984), research on
literacy development through games has too adopted a “personalised” approach.
Personalised learning aims to improve student engagement and achievement,
proposing differentiated learning content to meet each learner’s needs (Holmes et al.,
2018). Its flexibility recognises the constantly changing nature of these needs, taking
into account the different rates with which individuals progress in their learning.
While it is outside the scope of this deliverable to provide a comprehensive review of
the state-of-the-art in personalised learning, we conducted an analysis in the area of
learning games and basic literacy skill in particular, in order to illustrate how adaptivity
has been conceived in this space.
One of the most relevant examples to iRead is the Finnish game GraphoLearn. It is
conceived as a research-informed learning tool for early interventions on dyslexia. The
Finnish version of GraphoLearn has gradually been adapted to other languages, with
promising results in different countries (e.g., Saine et al., 2011; Ojanen et al., 2015;
Ruiz et al., 2017). The learning games are now commercialised in the form of a multilanguage application. In GraphoLearn, players see a set of letters or letter strings and
hear a corresponding speech sound. They are expected to select the correct written
unit from the 4 to 7 options that correspond to the sound they hear from the
headphones (Kyle et al., 2013). Children progress through a series of game “streams”,
each of which has multiple levels. In order to keep motivation levels high, children are
rewarded with tokens at the end of each level within a stream. Every few levels, the
tokens are swapped for special reward games in which the same content is taught
using a more exciting background and format. The letters and letter sequences
practiced by different players vary depending on speed of progression through the
games. There is a success criterion of at least 80% of correct responses for each level
before children can move onto the next level. If a child fails to achieve 80% accuracy
on a level, the player is given an individualised extra training level in which the system
automatically selects targets that the child knows and contrasts them with targets that
the child does not know, and then the previous level is presented again.
Other research-based technologies for literacy instruction focused on the development
of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) able to offer personalised learning materials and
feedback to each learner. This kind of ITS usually aims to promote more advanced
aspects of literacy, such as reading comprehension and writing skills. For instance,
McNamara and colleagues (2006) focused on the former, developing an ITS promoting
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reading comprehension strategy training and practice. Their iSTART utilises Natural
Language Processing to offer personalised feedback to the adolescent students (Snow
et al., 2014). More recently, a version of iSTART has been tailored to the learning
needs of adults with low literacy skills (Johnson et al., 2017). In the area of writing, the
ReadME technology (Sirbu et al., 2018) adopts a similar focus on personalised
feedback, employing advanced Natural Language Processing techniques to enhance
writing assessment.
Although these student-led, differentiated pedagogies embedded in the above
examples are recognised as “good teaching” (Sebba et al., 2007), the technologies
currently used in the classroom are typically grounded on predefined learning
sequences. For example, in a UK context, Benton et al. (2018) identified the five most
used apps for early literacy and analysed some of the mini-games involved as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. The five most used literacy apps (from a UK perspective).
From Benton et al. (2018)

To our current interest, we explored the forms of learning personalisation involved in
those five apps. All of them propose structured content in “sequences” or “units”
aligned with the curriculum, sometimes stressing the variety of the learning materials
designed (Busy Things, https://www.busythings.co.uk/about-us) or the increasing
difficulty of their sequential mini-games (Fonics, https://www.readwithfonics.com/).
Education City (https://www.educationcity.com/home-educators/) offers the
possibility to create “personalised” folders where a teacher can collect specific
resources and decide when a child will use them. More broadly, all the games are
based on task-oriented learning (Benton et al., 2018) involving a repetitive and
structured practice of the same skill until the game is completed. This means that
students might practice skills that are already mastered or too advanced, and that this
has to be realised through a unique, pre-fixed pathway. As Garris et al. (2002) pointed
out, a not appropriate level of challenge and the lack of other dimensions such as
exploration and consideration of the child’s curiosity might impact on motivation and
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engagement in learning. Furthermore, there is a general lack of personalised support
and elaborative feedback, which are considered fundamental aspects of a meaningful
learning (Benton et al., 2018).
We informally reviewed other applications and online games identified as widely used
for literacy education by iRead members from Spain and Germany. In all the cases
analysed, we identified a lack of learning personalisation similarly to the mini-games
for early literacy described above. The apps and games are shown in Table 2.

Leo con Green by Educaplanet

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/leo-con-grin/id932280561?mt=8

Aprender a Leer by Carrioncastillo

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=carrioncastillo.aprender.leer&hl=es

Glifling

https://www.glifing.com

El Sonido de las letras

https://itunes.apple.com/es/app/sonido-las-letras-espanol/id479243891?mt=8

Phontasia

http://www.phontasia.de

Spiele games by LegaKids

https://www.legakids.net/kids/spiele-games/

Erstlesespiele by Kleineschule

https://www.kleineschule.com.de/erstlesespiele.html

Einfache Sätze by Schlaukopf

https://www.schlaukopf.de/grundschule/klasse1/deutsch/lesen2/erstlesen.htm

Table 2. Eight widely used literacy apps and online games in Spain and Germany

3.2 Why Adaptivity
Technology-enhanced personalised learning typically involves an adaptive component
allowing to translate the main principles of personalised learning into a working
technology. More specifically, adaptive systems permit:
1. To meet individual differences and learning needs
Adaptive systems take learners’ profiles and characteristics into account. As Essalmi et
al. (2010) pointed out, learners may differ in their characteristics such as goals,
knowledge, skills and learning preferences, motivation and emotion. In the context of
literacy learning, the individual cognitive profile plays a fundamental role in the
development of literacy skills. For example, learners with dyslexia might need more
repetition and time to master a phoneme-grapheme correspondence, due to
difficulties with phonological awareness (Ramus et al., 2003; Vellutino et al., 2004).
2. To optimise learning
Adaptive systems can be explicitly designed to optimise learning outcomes. As regards
literacy learning, research has provided evidence for defining learning principles which
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should guide literacy instruction more broadly. For example, Justice et al. (2016)
described how much exposure to learning stimuli should occur over time and within
multiple contexts in order to enhance retrieval routes to access what is learnt.
Benjamin and Tullis (2010) showed that items (new words or speech sounds) are
subject to forgetting over time, suggesting the necessity to repeat that item after a
certain amount of time. These and other learning principles can be embedded in
adaptive systems through “rules” guiding the organisation of learning content and
game activities.
More generally, research has revealed how ITS have positive effects on students’
learning. For example, VanLehn (2011) conducted a meta-review on randomised
experiments that compared the effectiveness of human tutoring, computer tutoring,
and no tutoring. His results show that the effect size of ITS are nearly as effective as
human tutoring (0.76 vs. 0.79). In another meta-review, Steenbergen-Hu and Cooper
(2013) highlighted the positive effects of ITS particularly when used as supplemental
tool rather than main educational tool.
3. To maintain motivation and engagement in learning
Adaptive systems allow optimising learning outcomes while maintaining a good level of
motivation and engagement in learning, thanks to the opportunity to personalise

learning contents at the most appropriate level of challenge for each student. On the
one hand, learning content and tasks that are not too difficult, support the
achievement of learning goals and in turn can have a positive impact in self-efficacy
and identity (Bandura, 1982; Burden, 2005). On the other hand, learning content and
task design should challenge students enough to motivate them to achieve these
goals, as suggested by Garris and colleagues (2002).
4. To provide feedback and support
Adaptive systems offer the opportunity to provide elaborative feedback to each
student, and to offer personalised support when it is needed. The ITS research area is
particularly dedicated to the design and development of learning environments
supporting students throughout their own learning paths. Indeed, research has shown
that feedback impacts learning achievement extensively (Hattie and Timperley, 2007;
Hattie, 2008), particularly when directed to the processing of a task, and student’s selfregulation (Hattie and Timperley, 2007).
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METHODOLOGY

4.

Developing an adaptive system in an educational context requires an explicit
understanding of the relevant pedagogical knowledge to an extent that it can be
represented computationally in terms of precise, fine-grained knowledge ontologies
(Davis et al, 1993). Such precise and explicitly formulated knowledge is often difficult
to externalise even by experts – in this case teachers or researchers in the field (Cooke
and McDonald, 1986; Porayska-Pomsta et al., 2013). The usual method for developing
this understanding is through knowledge elicitation (KE). As Porayska-Pomsta et al.
(2013) outlines “KE is used as a means of accessing, making sense of and representing
teachers and learners tacit knowledge and experiences” (Porayska et al., 2013). Using
several forms of knowledge elicitation, our focus here in iRead has been on eliciting
knowledge from experts both teachers and linguists to allow us to extend the domain
model to how to design the sequencing and generally the adaptivity of the iRead
games.
In the context of iRead’s learning domain, one challenge is that there is no expertise
available per se expert in, for example, adaptive game sequencing. The ‘knowledge’
required to inform such sequencing needs to be acquired from teachers and then
adapted, through an iterative process of implementation and testing with users and
teachers, to the requirements of a computer game. One way to address the initial lack
of expert knowledge to underpin an ontology of an adaptive system is to articulate
‘rules of thumb’ without initially grounding them in empirical evidence. In the area of
literacy, one such rule is that the child has mastered a linguistic feature if they have
achieved an accurate performance 80% of the time. While intuitively plausible, this
rule raises questions such as: How many items should the child practice in total? What
is the time scale of this practice? Should accurate performance be evidenced across the
same items, or new ones?
To overcome this challenge, we developed a template to scaffold an interdisciplinary
discussion within the project and that promoted (i) the need for connecting adaptivity
to empirical evidence; (ii) the importance of designing computational representations
of pedagogical rules that relied on the logic of the Navigo games and the iRead
infrastructure.
Evidence

Include some evidence that this rule is important

Applicable profile

EFL, Dyslexia, etc.

Assumption

Write some assumptions that apply when this rule is operationalised.

Pedagogical Rationale Expand on the pedagogical rationale behind the rule
If

Describe the conditions that apply when this rule is ‘fired’
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Then

Describe what should happen when this rule is active. Do not describe what
should happen otherwise. You’d have to develop another rule to capture that.

Table 3. Template for rule collection from iRead’s interdisciplinary specialists
and participating teachers
Having developed this template, we then orchestrated a series of focus groups with
four iRead Education Researchers to invent, discuss and iterate over these rules.
Twelve workshops took place between January and end of May 2018. Each workshop
was led by a UCL-based member familiar with the computational representations and
instructional logic of both the domain models, and the Navigo games. This researcher
prompted the team to consider rules that informed the choice of the domain model
category/feature selection, the game content, and the game mechanics. The first set of
workshops held were with two psychology researchers in dyslexia and early reading
development, and a practitioner. The second set of workshops held included one EFL
researcher/applied linguist who evaluated the transferability of the rules developed to
date to EFL learners. Interweaved between these workshops were iterative design
activities during which the lead UCL-based facilitator worked on each rule and sought
feedback from a technical perspective from other UCL and NTUA members to ensure it
was computationally feasible and unambiguous. In a final step, once the rules were
developed, an external education researcher (and also partner in the project) working
in early reading development and EFL reviewed each of the rules to verify the
pedagogic rationale and to propose changes if relevant, in order to establish face
validity of the rules generated.
The outcomes of this process are presented in the next section. While the purpose of
this deliverable is not to reflect on this process in detail, it is worth highlighting some
high-level points to demonstrate the challenge of this process - something commonly
referred to as the ‘bottleneck’ of knowledge engineering.
As understood in the 80s “The process of extracting expert knowledge is not well
defined” and “is often viewed as an art” because the common techniques (mostly
interviews, protocol analysis and more recently Wizard-of-Oz techniques) are illdefined and involve several subjective stages including “introspection on the part of
the expert, subjective interpretation by the knowledge engineer, and considerable
communication between the participants” that includes “verbal expression of
knowledge, which is a difficult task for humans, especially experts” (Cooke and
McDoland, 1986). Particularly in education the challenge may be exacerbated as much
of teaching expertise relies on intuition, rehearsed improvisation that is situated in
partly predictable contexts and hard to codify a priori (Lin et al., 2005; Hewitt et al.,
2003). We often came across this challenge. Our expert participants:
-

often expressed great difficulty in getting to grips with the rules and their
consequences because of the lack of proximity and the physical availability of
the iRead technology at the time of the knowledge elicitation, i.e. the mental
effort and abstraction required to keep in mind how various aspects of the
iRead project are interwoven;
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-

struggled to the see the relationships, priorities and overlaps between different
rules as they cover a complex space and, related to the first point, are
somewhat abstract;

-

occasionally hesitated to take decisions and pin down specific thresholds
mostly due to a sense of pedagogical responsibility that went against the need
to sometimes take a decision despite the lack of credible evidence e.g. relying
on intuition or expertise.

Despite these challenges, our template and iterative process helped make some of the
implicit knowledge explicit, and propped the experts in articulating their pedagogical
decision-making. In this sense, we think the rules acted as a shared design artefact that
helped the project to develop a shared language. Conceiving the iRead project
members as a Community of Interest (Fisher, 2011), we could argue that the template
and the rules derived from the process acted as a ‘boundary object’ that has a
‘bridging’ function as a catalyst for crossing boundaries i.e. it enabled project members
to work together to connect their pedagogical and technological expertise. As such, we
opine, that there is a transferable contribution in our process and instruments that
could be used both by the iRead project in the future to maintain or even revise the
rules, or by others developing similar systems.
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DEVELOPING
PERSPECTIVE

ADAPTIVITY

RULES:

A

PEDAGOGICAL

The process described in the previous section led to the design of 13 adaptivity rules
governing the organisation of the learning content at various levels of granularity
(categories of features; features and their order; words; games). Each rule is based on
a pedagogical rationale developed based on our collaborative work with literacy and
education experts, and further supported by external research evidence.
To allow their technical implementation, we also considered the learner profiles to
which each rule applies, but as shown below most rules that emerged for dyslexia also
appeared applicable for other profiles perhaps with different thresholds. A set of
assumptions describing the technical prerequisites/requirements for the application of
that specific rule also had to be considered. Following this, we specified the conditions
of each rule (If) and its consequences (Then).
1. Categories of features (1 rule)

Rule ID

ID-C1

Evidence

Cyclic structure principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

The open domain model categories are
appropriate to the student (could be
across different levels e.g. phonology
category GPC, word recognition category
frequency, syntax binding)

Pedagogical Rationale

Diversification of activities is better than
working on one language area

If

Features from multiple categories are
open

Then

Order the features selected as follows:
(1) select up to 3 features from the same
category (2) then move to the next
category (3) repeat

This general rule defines the kinds of
features that are presented to the player
and their order, when multiple categories
of features are available for gameplay. It
is based on the evidence that a cyclic
structure promoting spacing between
exposures to linguistic stimuli allows for
their reinforcement (Justice, 2016). As
Delaney and colleagues pointed out
(2010), this “spacing effect” describes
how long intervals between stimuli are
associated with a better recall of those
stimuli, until a certain threshold is
reached. When applied to pedagogical
practices, a cyclic structure suggests a
diversification of learning activities and a
cyclic repetition of linguistic stimuli to
reinforce their learning.

2. Features (3 rules)

Rule ID

ID-F2
The rule describes how difficulties with
specific features and their prerequisites
are managed by the system, and it applies
to all learner profiles. The logic of
prerequisites is described in other
deliverables explaining the different
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Evidence

Reading progressions and zone of
proximal development principles

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Applicable to features that have prerequisites

Pedagogical Rationale

The system makes an assumption for
child groups that they have prerequisite
knowledge. If a child is definitely
struggling with a target feature, they
may need to go back to the prerequisite
knowledge if there is no system evidence
it has been acquired

If

Current feature has been practiced 2
times

AND

Feature mastery is not improving

AND

Prerequisite has not been opened (by
this rule/process) before

Then

Reduce the feature mastery level of its
prerequisite (but not label it as CLOSED)
AND prioritise a game on this feature in
the next session

Rule ID

ID-F4

Evidence

Motivation and self-concept principles

Applicable profile

Dyslexia

Assumption

The available choices are all open
features that have been played before

Pedagogical Rationale

Children with dyslexia must move on
even if they have not reached mastery
on a feature. This ensure motivation and
reflects that the learning path is more
flexible

If

Feature is a prerequisite to another
feature(s)

AND

Child has repeatedly made errors on the
current feature

Then

Override the threshold of the current
feature
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domain models constructed (D4.1-4.4).
Their structure is based on literature on
reading acquisition in the various
languages considered. More specifically,
when a child struggles to master a specific
feature, and there is no evidence that its
prerequisite has been acquired, the
mastery level of the prerequisite will be
reduced and the learner will play it again
in the following session.
The relationships between features are
defined in the domain model of each
language, which was developed by
collecting evidence from the literature
such as the Progression in Phonics (e.g.
see Rose, 2006 for English) and theories
of reading development (e.g. DeKeyser,
2007; VanPatten and Williams, 2014).
More broadly, this hierarchical order of
features considers the necessity to
present linguistic items within the child’s
Zone
of
Proximal
Development
(Antonacci, 2000). Alongside satisfying
this learning principle, the rule ensures
that the game flow continues, maintaining
a good level of motivation in the player

This rule explains how learners with
dyslexia are allowed to progress in their
learning path although they have not
reached a sufficient level of mastery in
some features. Indeed, research has
showed how continuous failures in
achievements and an insistence on
inadequacies impact motivation (Bandura,
1982) and more broadly one’s selfconcept negatively (Vygotsky, 1978;
Coleman and Hendry, 2002).
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Rule ID

ID-F5

Evidence

Reinforcement learning principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

The child has fully mastered a set of
features

Pedagogical Rationale

Children must repeat the feature and
evidence progress on multiple occasions.

If

Feature has reached mastery level 10

AND

Ten game sessions have been played
since

Then

Reduce the mastery of the feature and
prioritise a game in the next session.

The general rule captures the need to
reinforce previous learning of linguistic
stimuli after a certain period of time
(Justice, 2016). In our context, ten game
sessions have been collaboratively
defined as a reasonable threshold to repropose a feature previously mastered.
Thus, when a child has fully mastered a
set of features, the mastery of one of
these fully mastered features will be
reduced, and the feature will be
presented again after 10 gameplay
sessions to reinforce its learning. After 3
such attempts (depending on the context)
we may not want to reduce mastery of a
feature again (so this needs to be
configurable).

3. Order of features (2 rules)
Rule ID

ID-OOF1

Evidence

Self-efficacy and motivation principles

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Children start from an easy feature and
should not be playing a feature they
have not done well in recently

Pedagogical Rationale

Foster child motivation and self-efficacy

If

When multiple features are open

Then

Order them to be played by times
practiced * feature difficulty (lowest
first)

Rule ID

ID-OOF2

Evidence

Cyclic structure and reinforcement
learning principles

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

The available choices are all open
features that have been played before
by the child
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This rule applies to all learner profiles,
and it supports the ordering of features to
promote goals’ achievement. More
specifically, when multiple features are
available for gameplay, the least played,
easiest features will be presented first.
Previous research has showed how
successful achievements impact selfefficacy perceptions and learning
motivation positively (Bandura, 1982;
Burden, 2005). Although self-efficacy is
often undervalued, Zimmermann et al.
(2002)
showed
that
self-efficacy
influences intensively not only students’
own setting of goals, but also the
achievement of these goals, revealing
how one’s beliefs in their academic
efficacy are a determinant.

In absence of other applicable rules, this
general rule defines what feature will be
played when a child has already played
and “opened” all the features available. It
follows the cyclic structure principle
(Justin, 2016) by promoting the selection
of the feature that was played the longest
time ago with the aim to reinforce its
learning.
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Pedagogical Rationale

Ensuring knowledge is secured after a
period of time has passed

If

Multiple features are open

AND

(no other rule applies)

Then

Select a feature that was played the
longest time ago

4. Content (4 rules)
Rule ID

ID-W1

Evidence

Diversification of learning activities
principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Games engine/logic will get words
associated with a feature

Pedagogical Rationale

Have the opportunity to practice words
that the child found tricky to read in the
reader in a different context

If

A tricky word is part of the content
delivered for the target feature

AND

Game is Perilous Path, Walk Like an
Egyptian, Raft Rapid Fire, Cartastrophe

Then

Include these words in the middle of the
game session

Rule ID

ID-W2

Evidence

Learning consolidation and frequency
principles

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Games engine/logic will get words
associated with a feature. In phonology
there are two levels of words. When the
word is given it has frequency
information. The words are gradually of
increasing difficulty so the first time the
game was played the words were easier.

Pedagogical Rationale

A child's confidence should be built up
by moving from easy words to those
they personally find difficult. Foster child
motivation and self-efficacy.

If

Feature has been played more than once

Then

Select words that child got wrong (for
this feature) before and then next most
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The rule connects the “tricky” words
identified by the child in his/her readings,
and their practice within the learning
games (assuming that the games and
reader application share a common
dictionary). More specifically, it defines
that if one of these tricky words is also
part of the list of words including the
target feature while playing certain games
(Game is Perilous Path, Walk Like an
Egyptian, Raft Rapid Fire, Cartastrophe),
that word will be presented in the middle
of the game session. This offers the
opportunity to be exposed to that item in
multiple
contexts
and
occasions,
promoting its learning (Delaney et al.,
2010).

This general rule is based on the evidence
that after a mistake and feedback on that
error, it is important that children have
the chance to consolidate their learning
through additional practice (Hattie and
Donoghue, 2016; Carroll et al., 2010).
Accordingly, the rule defines that if a
feature has been played more than once,
the games will provide other words which
include that feature that the child got
wrong before.
Following this, the child will encounter
new words ordered by frequency, as
suggested by Sprenger-Charolles (2017).
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frequent words that they have not
encountered (if available) in a previous
round, randomly ordered

Rule ID

ID-W3

Evidence

Frequency principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Games engine/logic will get words
associated with a feature. In phonology
there are two levels of words. When the
word is given it has frequency,
information

Pedagogical Rationale

A child's confidence should be built up
by moving from easy words to those
they personally find difficult

If

Feature has not been played before

Then

Order words as follows: frequency in text

Rule ID

ID-W4

Evidence

Cognitive load principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

All words are tagged with feature IDs for
each GPC

Pedagogical Rationale

A child should not encounter words that
have locked GPCs as it will interfere with
the learning of the current feature

If

Feature belongs to GPC category

Then

Choose words that have unlocked GPCs

This rule applies to all learner profiles and
it defines the order with which words are
presented to the learner, when the target
feature has not been played before. As
explained by Sprenger-Charolles (2017),
decoding should be systematically taught
based on the frequency of a graphemephoneme correspondence in the words of
the language considered. This allows to
start from items that are familiar to the
child, before moving to more rare and
difficult ones.

The rule applies to all the graphemephoneme correspondences, and it is valid
for all players. It captures how a child
should focus on a single new item at a
time, to optimise learning and avoid
possible situations of cognitive load
(Mayer and Moreno, 2003; Oviatt et al.,
2004). Thus, when a player is working on
a grapheme-phoneme correspondences,
the system will choose words with
grapheme-phoneme
correspondences
that the child has already played and
“opened”, to avoid interferences with the
learning of the current feature.

5. Game mechanics (3 rules)
Rule ID

ID-G1

Evidence

Reading development principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Adaptivity has information about game
type played previously on a feature

Pedagogical Rationale

Children start from declarative
knowledge - knowing the rule

If

feature mastery = 0

Then

choose an accuracy game

Page 16

As explained in our deliverable 6.1, the
main theory guiding the development of
the domain models considers learning to
read is a gradual move from declarative to
procedural knowledge and finally
automatisation of this knowledge
(DeKeyser, 2007; VanPatten and Williams,
2014). The general rule is built on this
evidence, and it describes how a feature
with mastery=0 has to be played as part
of an accuracy game, namely a game
explicitly designed to build declarative
knowledge.
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Rule ID

ID-G2

Evidence

Reading development principle

Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Adaptivity has information about game
type played previously on a feature

Following the same principle of reading
development described in the previous
section (DeKeyser, 2007; VanPatten and
Williams, 2014), this rule defines how for
phonology a child has to have a good level
of mastery in accuracy and blending tasks
involving a certain feature, before moving
to automaticity games.

A building game with multiple features
used, should be available only if all of the
features are open. In our
implementation, the game name
includes information about the type of
activity it supports.
Pedagogical Rationale

For phonology, before automatising, the
child should be able to identify the target
GPC and to blend multiple letter-sounds
together

If

Feature mastery is beyond a certain
threshold

AND

The feature has automaticity games

Then

The player can also encounter an
automaticity game (if there is one)

Rule ID

ID-G3

Evidence
Cognitive load principle
Applicable profile

All

Assumption

Adaptivity has information about activity
id and associated activity difficulty level,
as well as previously played activity type
and current game type (e.g. accuracy,
blending, automaticity)

Pedagogical Rationale

When a new feature is encountered, the
game difficulty should be low so not to
interfere with the learning

If

This is the first time a feature from this
category is played

Then

choose a game that involves activity type
difficulty = 1 or cycle through to find the
next lowest activity difficulty
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Oviatt and colleagues (2004) described
how it is easier to acquire and automatise
new schemas when instructional methods
and task design minimise demands on a
learner’s working memory. Based on this
cognitive load theory, the rule describes
how new features should be played
within games with a low level of difficulty,
to optimise learning processes and
outcomes. Furthermore, the low level of
difficulty will help to maintain a good level
of motivation.
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IMPLEMENTATION

In order to move from the pedagogical design process of the rules to an actual
implemented system which provides personalised player experience and content for
each student (while retaining the freedom for teachers to choose the content and
activity they want in the classroom), we mapped the concept described in the rules to
data gathered and stored by the iRead infrastructure. This part helped us identify parts
of the design which needed to be more elaborate in order to be operationalised and
converted to software modules. It also led to decisions related to how mastery is
represented, how and when a student's profile is re-evaluated, and how the different
learning objectives of the game-based learning part of iRead are prioritised (and what
these priorities mean in terms of player experience).
After identifying the data utilised by the rules in each case, we quantified variables
which corresponded to durations and counts of occurrences. For instance, rules which
referred to how many times a featured had been played or selecting features which
had been played the longest time ago were implemented in such a manner that look
only for occurrences up to two weeks prior to the date that the student is playing,
assuming that earlier occurrences are not relevant if a feature is still active. Relevant
choices were made regarding rules that check on the improvement of a mastery
component (again, regarding duration) and thresholds related to work frequency. The
actual selections will be reviewed again after the early formative evaluation in the first
trimester of 2019.
Finally, in order to speed up the process of retrieving data used by the Adaptation
component, we opted to have the Logger component also store in the user profile
some usage history regarding the features played, instead of searching the logger data
each time information is required. In addition to this, following the requirement for
offline use of the games, we developed a query mode where multiple triples of
{feature to be tackled, activity to be played, content and possible distractors for that
activity} are returned. This mode is particularly useful for the offline mode, where 15
such triples should be retrieved and stored in the game, without the need to connect
to the server in the meantime; it may also be used during regular deployment, to
minimise time-consuming connections with the server while the student is playing the
game. In order to develop this functionality, we utilise the rules that retrieve open
features and rank them with respect to category, date last played, and difficulty, and
use the 15 topmost in this ranking; if fewer than 15 are available, we produce triples
with the same features, but with a different game (still relevant to the feature in
question). Finally, if that's not possible, we re-use feature+game combinations, but
with different words (this is also enforced by the rules that relate to words, which rank
available words according to time last seen, giving less priority to words recently
played with).
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6.1 Operationalising the rules
As mentioned before, the high-level description of the adaptivity rules (see Section on
Developing adaptivity rules: a pedagogical perspective) was first transformed into a
representation that referred to the entities and data stored in the iRead databases and
then encoded in a rule-like fashion. The result of this transformation can be found
below:
Which feature(s) to tackle (ID-C1)
1. Get open features (F) for the active profile (P)
2. Get categories (C) for open features
3. Select 3 F from each C (see next rule)
Order of open features
1. Order by times played * feature difficulty (lowest first) (ID-00F1)
2. Select the F played the longest time ago (older timestamp) (ID-00F2)
Order of games (G)
ID-G1
1. IF F not played before THEN G = accuracy
ID-G2
1. IF C == GPC AND accuracy = 70% AND building = 70% THEN
a.
Unlock automaticity game
b.
Play automaticity game
ID-G3
1. IF C not played before THEN G = lowest difficulty
Re-evaluation (G)
ID-F2
1. IF F practiced twice AND mastery not improving THEN
a. Reduce master of pre-requisite
b. Play this F next session
ID-F4
1. IF P == dyslexia AND (F has child-Fs AND repeated errors) THEN
a. Unlock child-Fs
ID-F5
1. IF F mastery = full AND 10 games played since THEN
a. F mastery = F mastery -1
b. Play F in the next session
Page 19
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Order of words (W)
ID-W1
1. IF Tricky W selected AND G = {Game is Perilous Path, Walk Like an Egyptian,
Raft Rapid Fire, Cartastrophe} THEN
a. Put W in the middle of the game session
ID-W2
1. IF F has been played before THEN
a. Select W player got wrong THEN frequent new W
ID-W3
1. IF F not played before THEN order W by frequency
ID-W4
1. IF C = GPC THEN choose W with unlocked GPCs
The flowchart below illustrates how these rules provide a personalised player/learner
experience to the students playing the Navigo game.

Figure 1: Flow of data retrieval and logging during adaptation

In order for this process to be synchronised with student mastery, extensive game logs
of player activity are recorded in the Logger component. Information logged includes
student profile, words and content played, timing and performance information (for
games related to automaticity), and a timestamp of when the game was played. In
addition to this, logged information will typically trigger an update to the mastery
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components, which in turn may unlock subsequent features according to the
completion or opening of prerequisites.

6.2 Mastery
An underlying pedagogical orientation behind adaptive learning systems in general and
iRead in particular is the instructional strategy of ‘mastery learning’, the idea that
learning activities can be structured to ensure that students ‘master prerequisites skills
before tackling higher level skills in the hierarchy’ (Corbett, Anderson, 1994), hence the
emphasis on the domain models of iRead. As reviewed in more detail in Ritter et al.
(2016), this idea is entrenched in nearly every adaptive learning system but predates
computer-based instruction (e.g. Bloom, 1968). What has become possible through
computer-based learning is that mastery can be tracked at an individual student level.
The approach has been well researched since the early 90s and exemplified in large
scale commercials systems such as Khan Academy (Hu, 2011) and Carnegie Learning
(Ritter et al., 2016).
While there are several techniques for determining whether a learner has achieved
mastery, recently, Pelánek and Rihak (2017) presented a detailed comparison of them
and demonstrated that the choice of data sources used for mastery decision and
setting of thresholds are more important than the choice of the actual learner
modeling technique. In particular, they demonstrated that the relatively simple
approach of Exponential Moving Average (EMA) is a suitable technique building on
earlier work (Pelánek, 2014) that showed that this has good and consistent
performance and several advantages (flexibility, speed, ease of application) over other
more complicated approaches like Bayesian Networks.
As such in iRead, we will first experiment with the EMA approach that builds on the
concept of a moving average of answers but gives more weight to recent attempts. In
particular, if k is the order of an attempt to demonstrate mastery on a domain feature
then the feature mastery estimate in the k-th attempt is
k

k

θk = ∑ wi . ck-i / ∑ wi
i=1

i=1

with 𝑐𝑘 being the observed ‘correctness’ of the k-th attempt, the weights are
exponential 𝑤𝑖 = (1 − 𝑎) ∙ 𝑎𝑖−1 and α is a discounting parameter to control for the
relative weight of recent attempts. θ0 is the value provided at initialisation (as
described below).
The exact settings, interpretation and fine-tuning of these parameters and an
evaluation of the feasibility of the EMA approach will take place in the first term of
2019 when we start collecting data from early uses of the games. Based on previous
work (Pelánek, 2018) we anticipate that the actual value of α will depend on the
team’s expectation of mastery level, the uncertainty related to the evidence from the
game play, the ‘speed’ of learning of different profiles, and the pragmatic need to
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ensure that pupils move to the next feature relatively quickly. This suggests that α
should be low, so that the estimate is not influenced much by old data and that we
may want to limit the window of past data anyway to a certain time period. In
addition, usually 𝑐𝑘 is a dichotomous value modelling wrong or correct answers but in
our case will be a real value 𝑐𝑘 ∈ [0, 1] to take into account the activity difficulty, the
usage of hints and the response time. To that extend, we recognise that different
games require different functions to estimate 𝑐𝑘 and have categorised the games
accordingly and analysed the data opportunities they provide for this estimate as
shown in Appendix 2 below.

Figure 2: Estimating student mastery using the EMA approach (Pelánek, 2018)

6.3 Initialisation of user profiles
Proper selection of initial values of the mastery components for each student profile
are important in order to retrieve relevant word content for each user, based on their
age/class. Failing to do so (e.g. due to initialising all values with zero mastery, resulting
in very easy words presented to a 9 years-old student) would result in limited
engagement from the part of the students and insufficient relevance to school
curriculum, where features taught in earlier classes are considered to be already
mastered by the student. In order to cater for this, teachers and researchers in each of
the countries where the games will be tested, studied the local school curricula and
defined the degree of mastery for each of the features of the respective domain model
(which is then instantiated as student profile). The outcome of this process was a set of
initialisation profiles, each corresponding to values of expected mastery per feature for
each of the first three years of school in each country. A special case of this process has
to do with initialising the profile of a student that's struggling to read. In this case, the
student's profile is initialised with the default values according to age, but teachers and
therapists have the opportunity to change mastery values for specific features or for
categories of related features, so as to fine-tune the learner experience according to
the problems each student is facing. Finally, there are rules that reduce feature
mastery when deployed: these rules are also crucial, since they offer iRead the
possibility to correct for missing student mastery for specific features, as illustrated by
poor performance in the game.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This deliverable presented the work of WP4 (mainly T4.5) in relation to the design and
implementation of the adaptive component. It provided both a background on the
area of adaptive learning systems, and identified the lack of adaptive features for
popular games for reading, demonstrating the competitive edge (and exploitation
potential) of iRead. A substantial effort related to this deliverable is work that
happened ‘under the iceberg’ the so-called ‘bottleneck of knowledge elicitation’. We
described and briefly reflected on the methodology as we see its potential value both
in maintaining, revising and potentially adding new rules for iRead, but also in the
instruments and process for other projects to follow.
The deliverable also provided the actual rules which reflect the learning objective of
iRead at the time of this writing and the implementation details for the way these rules
and mastery modelling provide a personalised experience to the pupils. Essentially,
these rules utilise the iRead resources (words and phrases for the games, and texts and
ebooks for the reader) and the Profile engine, where information about the language
model is stored in the form of a directed graph of features, effectively enforcing
prioritisation of features to be mastered before subsequent are unlocked, along with
mastery information for each of the unlocked features for each student. These rules
will be evaluated as part of the Quality Assurance work in early 2019 and may be
revisited for the large-scale pilots, especially with respect to how mastery evolves with
student performance. Results of this work will be reported in D8.4.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1. Information logged by the games
Data

Specification for FIAB

Example

Additional variables
computed/extracted

Unique child ID

This is the user ID that comes from the
infrastructure

Child 2

Time stamp

When a triplet game play begins [i.e.,
when the child is at the hot spot where
the activity begins e.g. at the board in
hearoglyphs (do not record walking
time)]

July 12 2018, 12:20

Game played

A triplet (game name, game type,
feature) annotated with a sequence

Ac1_Perilous
Paths_Feature ID (e.g.
/f/ff)_Session 1

(1) Game type: Accuracy,
Constructing, Automaticity
game type

Ac1_Perilous
Paths_Feature ID (e.g.
/f/ff)_Session 2

(2) Game name (Perilous
Paths)
(3) Number of game round:
session 1, session 2 etc
(4) Repeated exposure on a
feature (featureID1_session
1, featureID1_session 2)
(5) Number of distractors
(6) Category and feature
type

Responses
within a game
played

A sequence of (1) game feedback, (2)
target, (3) response (4) response
accuracy, (5) reaction time (6)
timestamp

[“no-feedback, rear, near,
0, 5, 9:00:00-9:05:00”,
“button-feedback, rear,
rear, 1, 10, 9:05:009:15:00”,
“no-feedback, lear, tear 0,
10, 9:15:00-9:25:00”,
“no-feedback, lear, tear 0,
10, 9:25:00-9:35:00”
“hint-feedback, lear, lear,
1, 10, 9:35:00-9:45:00”]

Game feedback: feedback given to
child during game, i.e. (1) no feedback,
(2) child chooses button feedback, (3)
hint is offered automatically
Target: the correct response
Response: is the documented option
they choose [word]
Response accuracy: is whether the
response is correct or incorrect [0-1]
Reaction time in seconds: Time
between seeing item(s) and responding
this might not be meaningful for a
subset of games but it can be collected
and we will analyse part of the data
Timestamp: a timestamp between
seeing item(s) and responding
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(1) Order of responses
(constructed from the array)
(2) number of attempts
(counted from the entries of
the array)
(3) responsiveness to
feedback
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Overall time on
game

From start (moment of item exposure)
to end game play (when the last
possible option in the game is chosen)

Suggested

Activity suggested by system or teacher

20 seconds
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Appendix 2. Categories of games, mastery-related information and data
opportunities
Activity
category and
code
Accuracy game
(Ac1a)

Example

Perilous Paths

Activity Type
Description

Activity
difficulty

The task it to
identify a word
or part of word
containing a
given feature

1

Other info on
performance
(e.g. scores,
lives)
Green gems (tasks
completed not
considering hints
and previous
mistakes in the
same game)
Red gems
(mistakes - every
time the child
makes a mistake a
red gem is lost)

Accuracy game
(Ac3a)

Walking Like an Egyptian

The task is to
select multiple
words or parts
of word
containing a
given feature

3

Red gems
(mistakes - every
time the child
makes a mistake a
red gem is lost)

Performance data

Three tasks, with
three possibilities
each.
- When the correct
answer is provided in
each of the three
tasks (1st; 2nd; 3rd
attempt)
- Number of red
gems lost (total
number of mistakes)
- Time to answer (low
weight because these
are accuracy games
and the focus should
be on the correct
identification of parts
of words and words)

Five tasks with
multiple possibilities
each. The child can try
three times before the
correct answer is
automatically
provided.
- When the correct
answer is provided in
each of the five tasks
(1st; 2nd; 3rd
attempt)
- Number of red gems
lost (total number of
mistakes)
- Time to complete a
task (low weight
because these are
accuracy games and
the focus should be on
the correct
identification of parts
of words and words)

Accuracy game
(Ac7a)

Anubrick

The task is to
match two
words or parts
of word both in
text form

2

Green gems (tasks
completed not
considering hints
and previous
mistakes in the
same game)

Three tasks with
multiple possibilities
each. The child can try
three times before the
correct answer is
automatically
provided.
- When the correct
answer is provided in
each of the three
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tasks (1st; 2nd; 3rd
attempt)
- Total number of
mistakes
- Time to complete
each task (low weight
because these are
accuracy games and
the focus should be on
the correct
identification of parts
of words and words)

Accuracy game
(Ac7c)

Hearoglyphs

The task is to
match the
audio of a word
or part of word
with the
corresponding
word or part of
word in text
form

2

Green gems (tasks
completed not
considering hints
and previous
mistakes in the
same game)

Three tasks with
different possibilities
each (first: 1 correct
answer out of three
possibilities; second: 1
correct answer out of
two possibilities;
third: 1 correct
answer out of 1
possibility)
- When the correct
answer is provided in
each task (first: 1st,
2nd, 3rd attempt;
second: 1st or second
attempt)
- Total number of
mistakes
- Time to complete
each task (low weight
because these are
accuracy games and
the focus should be on
the correct
identification of parts
of words and words)

Building game
(B1a)

Bridgyptian

The task is to
compose parts
of word into a
word, or
different words
into a sentence

3

Green gems (tasks
completed not
considering hints
and previous
mistakes in the
same game)

Three similar tasks.
For each task the child
has to compose three
parts of a word into a
word (6 combinations
in total). After the
child compose an
entire word, the game
checks if the
combination is
correct. If one or more
parts are in the
correct position (1st,
2nd, 3rd in the
sequence), those parts
are “blocked” in the
correct position.
- Number of
“movements” to
compose the word
correctly (3 is the
minimum to complete
a task)
- Number of “wrong”
combinations
provided
- Time to complete
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each task (low weight
because it is a
precision task)

Building game
(B2a)

Sliceophagus

The task is to
split a word or
part of word
into two
components

1

Green gems
(activities
completed not
considering hints
and previous
mistakes in the
same game)

Two tasks involving
multiple activities. In
the first the child has
to split one word into
two components. In
the second the child
has to split multiple
words into their
components.
- Number of attempts
to complete each
activity
- Time to complete
each activity (low
weight because it is a
precision task)

Building game
(B4a)

Cartastrophe

The task is to
insert a word
or part of word
into a sequence

2

Score
(number of
activities
completed out of
4)
Lives
(they are 5 and
the number
decreases each
time the child
makes a mistake.
After 5 mistakes
the child re-starts
from the
beginning)

Automaticity
game
(A1a)

Raft Rapid Fire

The task it to
identify a word
or part of word
containing a
given feature in
a certain time
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1

Score
(number of items
identified out of
10)
Lives
(they are 5 and
the number
decreases each
time the child
makes a mistake.
After 5 mistakes
the child re-starts
from the
beginning)

Four tasks with three
possibilities each.
- Number of attempts
to complete each task
- Total number of
mistakes (hearts lost)
- Time to complete
each activity

The child has to tap on
the items containing
the target feature in
speed. They are 10 in
total.
- Score (items
identified)
- Number of lives lost
(mistakes)

